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looked at the endogenous and exogenous factors based on
semantical or topical knowledge. They have either sought
to identify relevant tweets based on news articles (Hu et al.
2012b; Jin et al. 2011), or simply correlated the two data
sources through similar patterns in the changing data volume
(Tsytsarau, Palpanas, and Castellanos 2014). In fact, even
within the same data source, there could be various factors
that drive the evolution of information over time (Leskovec,
Backstrom, and Kleinberg 2009). Exogenous factors across
multiple datasets make analyzing the evolution and relationship among multiple data streams more difﬁcult (Lin et al.
2013a).
Monitoring social media and outside news data streams in
a united frame can be a practical way of solving this problem. In this paper, we propose a novel topic model, News
and Twitter Interaction Topic model (NTIT), that jointly
learns social media topics and news topics and subtly capture the inﬂuences between topics. The intuition behind this
approach is that before a user posts a message, he/she may
be inﬂuenced either by opinions from his/her online friends
or by articles from news agencies. In our new framework, a
word in a tweet can be responsive to the topical inﬂuences
coming either from endogenous factors (tweets) or from exogenous factors (news).
Figure 1 shows an example of our problem and goals. The
example introduced here is a protest happened in Mexico
(Hua et al. 2013). On January 7, local government arrested
26 dogs as suspects of a murder case. Twitter users angrily demanded the release of the animals that the hashtag
“#yosoycan26” (I am dog 26) became a trending topic in the
following day, which ﬁnally resulted in a real-world protest
on January 12. Using the new NTIT model, we attempt to
address the following questions: 1) Do Twitter and news
cover the same set of topics? As can be seen from the ﬁgure, the two datasets share some common topics (e.g., topic
“dog” and topic “yosoycan26”), but may also have some distinct topics of their own (e.g., topic “call for protest” only appears in the Twitter dataset). 2) For each topic, which came
ﬁrst, news or tweets? Topics may display different temporal patterns in different datasets. For example, at time t1
topic “yosoycan26” experienced a burst in the Twitter data
ﬁrst, followed by a news burst on the same topic shortly afterwards at time t2. 3) As time goes by, how do topics
affect each other? Intuitively, topic “yosoycan26” could

Abstract
The analysis of interactions between social media and traditional news streams is becoming increasingly relevant for a
variety of applications, including: understanding the underlying factors that drive the evolution of data sources, tracking
the triggers behind events, and discovering emerging trends.
Researchers have explored such interactions by examining
volume changes or information diffusions, however, most of
them ignore the semantical and topical relationships between
news and social media data. Our work is the ﬁrst attempt to
study how news inﬂuences social media, or inversely, based
on topical knowledge. We propose a hierarchical Bayesian
model that jointly models the news and social media topics
and their interactions. We show that our proposed model can
capture distinct topics for individual datasets as well as discover the topic inﬂuences among multiple datasets. By applying our model to large sets of news and tweets, we demonstrate its signiﬁcant improvement over baseline methods and
explore its power in the discovery of interesting patterns for
real world cases.

Introduction
Recently, online social media such as Twitter have served
as tools for organizing and tracking social events (Hua et
al. 2013). Understanding the triggers and shifts in opiniondriven mass social media data can provide useful insights
for various applications in academia, industry, and government (Lin et al. 2013b; Tumasjan et al. 2010). However, there remains a general lack of understanding of what
causes the hot spots in social media. Typically, the reasons behind the rapid spread of information can be summarized in terms of two categories: exogenous and endogenous factors (Kwak et al. 2010; Lehmann et al. 2012;
Lin et al. 2013a). Endogenous factors are the results of information diffusion inside the social network itself, namely,
users obtain information primarily from their online social
network. In contrast, exogenous factors mean that users get
information from outside sources ﬁrst, for example, traditional news media, and then bring it into their social network.
Although previous works have explored both the social
media and external news data datasets, few researchers have
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Table 1: Mathematical Notation
Notation Description
R
T
θr
θt
Zr
Zt
Wr
Wt
xt
μt
αr
αt
αx
β

Figure 1: An example of daily volume and topics on a particular theme in News data (top) vs Tweets data (bottom).
Along the timeline (x-axis), the shaded areas represent the
numeric values of raw document volume for news articles
and tweets; the red/blue/green curves are hidden topics discovered by our NTIT model.

A set of news articles
A set of tweets
topic mixture proportion for news article r
topic mixture proportion for tweet t
mixture indicator choosing topic for words in news article r
mixture indicator choosing topic for words in tweet t
words in news set R
words in tweet set T
document indicator for words in tweet to choose topics
indicator for tweet words choosing the document to
draw topics
Dirichlet parameters of Multinomial distributions θr
Dirichlet parameters of Multinomial distributions θt
Dirichlet parameters of Multinomial distributions μx
Dirichlet parameters for mixture components

such as topic differences, topical inﬂuences, temporal patterns, and key documents.

Model and Inference
Beyond numeric features of raw document volume (Tsytsarau, Palpanas, and Castellanos 2014), focus of this paper is
to identify underlying topics of the two data sources, and explore their relationships. Speciﬁcally, we deﬁne our problem
as follows.
Problem Given a news document set and a tweet set, tasks
of this paper include: 1)measure topic coverage differences
between news and Twitter; 2)reveal temporal patterns based
on topics; 3)model directional inﬂuence between topics; 4)
identify key contributors for the event evolution.

be the trigger for topic “call for protest”. With outputs of
NTIT model, we can model such directional inﬂuence between topics quantitively. 4) What are key contributors
(e.g., key documents or key player) pushing evolution of
the event? By utilizing controlling variable of NTIT, we
could identify key contributors in the event evolution such
as milestone news report, hot tweet, and inﬂuential users.
Our major contributions in this paper are summarized as
follows:
• We propose a novel Bayesian model that jointly learns
the topics and interactions of multiple datasets. It is
already known that knowledge learned from long articles
(e.g., Wikipedia) can improve the learning of topics for
short messages (e.g., tweets) (Chang, Boyd-Graber, and
Blei 2009; Phan et al. 2011). Our proposed model can
easily transfer topical knowledge from news to tweets and
improve the performance of both data sources.

Model
As shown in Figure 2, NTIT jointly models news topics and
Twitter topics, under an asymmetrical frame. The generative
process is described in Algorithm 1.

• We provide an efﬁcient Gibbs sampling inference for
the proposed NTIT model. Gibbs sampling was chosen for the inference and parameter estimation of NTIT
model for its high accuracy in estimations for LDA-like
graphical model.
• We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
NTIT model compared to existing state-of-the-art algorithms. NTIT model is tested on large scale NewsTwitter datasets associated with real world events. With
extensively quantitative and qualitative results, NTIT
shows signiﬁcant improvements over baseline methods.
• We explore real world events by using our NTIT model
to reveal interesting results. Our proposed model allows
a variety of applications related to textual and temporal relationships. The learned estimations of hidden variables
can be used for discoveries of various types of interests,

Figure 2: NTIT graphical model
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An LDA-like generative process has been chosen for topic
modeling in the news documents (left panel of Figure 2). To
model behaviors of Twitter users (right panel of Figure 2),
we assume that tweets consist of words that are either sampled from news topics (exogenous factor) or from Twitter
topics (endogenous factor). Learning the hidden topics from
long articles is known to be helpful for topic modeling on
short texts (Phan, Nguyen, and Horiguchi 2008). However,
directly applying the trained topic model derived from long
texts to short messages will eliminate their distinct features,
such as hashtags, mentions, and user comments. To control
the inﬂuence from news to tweets, news articles and tweets
are connected by a multinomial variable Xt . If the sampled result of xt is a document mr from news set, the tweet
word will draw its topic assignment from news document
mr . Otherwise, if xt indicates that tweet topics have been
selected, the tweet word will be generated from M ult(θt ).
The beneﬁts of our proposed NTIT can be summarized as
follows.

for each topic k ∈ [1, K] do
draw mixture component ϕk ∼ Dir (β);
for each news document mr ∈ Mr do
draw topic proportions θmr ∼ Dir (αr );
for each word wri in news document dr do
i
draw topic index zm
∼ Mult(θmr );
r
i
i
draw word wr ∼ Mult(ϕzm
);
r
for each tweet mt ∈ Mt do
for each word wti in tweet mt do
draw indicator xt,w ∼ Mult(μt );
if xt,w ∈ R then
(x )
i
draw topic index zm
∼ Mult(θr t );
t
if xt,w ∈ T then
draw topic proportions θt ∼ Dir(αt );
(x )
i
draw topic index zm
∼ Mult(θt t );
t
i
draw word wti ∼ Mult(ϕzm
);
t

1. Easy to identify common topics. In our NTIT, a common topic term distribution φ is shared by both tweets
and news documents, which facilitates the identiﬁcation
of common topics. Meanwhile, the topic variations in
different datasets can be easily calculated based on their
word frequency weights.

Algorithm 1: Generation Process of NTTT model
the inference of Zr as an example, the Gibbs sampler estimates P (zr,i = k|Zr,¬i , Zt , Xt , Wt , Wn ) rather than the
original probability, where i denotes the nth word in document m. After cancelling those factors that are independent
of zr,i , the posterior can obtained in Equation (2):

2. Capable of retaining distinct features. In NTIT model,
tweets are able to learn enriched topics from the knowledge of long news articles while preserving their distinct
features. Meanwhile, unlike symmetrical topic models
(Jin et al. 2011), NTIT is an unsymmetrical model that
can prevent errors and noises of tweets from impacting
modeling of news documents.

P (zr,i = k|Zr,¬i , Zt , Xt , Wt , Wn )
=

3. Useful for measuring topic inﬂuence. Through indicator Xt , the new NTIT model can easily tell whether a
tweet word is generated from news topics or tweet topics.
This new control variable can bring together topic-term
distribution Φ and doc-topic mixture Θ and thus provide
a chance to evaluate the topic level inﬂuence.

·

k
nk
r,mr +nt,mr +αr,k −1
,
K

k
nk
r,mr +nt,mr +αr,k −1

(2)

k=1

where V is the vocabulary size, nkt,w and nkr,w are the numbers of times that topic k is assigned to word w in tweets
and news. nkr,mr denotes the number of times topic k is assigned to words in news document mr . And nkt,mr is the
number of times topic k appears in words of tweets, which
are generated by topic mixture proportion θr of document
mr .
The inference of Zt is slightly different from that of Zr ,
since words in tweets can be drawn from either a news document mr or a tweet message mt . Therefore, the conditional
probability of P (zt,i = k|Zr , Zt,¬i , Xt , Wt , Wn ) can be
calculated through two cases determined by the topic choosing indicator Xt . When Xt ∈ R, word topic assignment
Zt is drawn from a multinomial distribution by the Dirichlet
prior θr from a news document mr :

Inference via Gibbs Sampling
Gibbs sampling is chosen as the inference of the proposed NTIT model for its unbiased estimations on LDA-like
graphical models (Welling and Teh 2008). Based on the generative process illustrated in Algorithm 1 and the graphical
model in Figure 2, the joint distribution of NTIT model can
be represented as Equation (1):
P (Z
 r , Zt , Xt , Wr , Wt |αr , αt , αx , β)
=  P (Wr |Zr , Φ)P (Wt |Zt , Φ)P (Φ|β)dΦ
·  P (Zr |θr )P (Zt |θt , Xt ∈ R)P (θr |αr )dθr
·  P (Zt |θt , Xt ∈ T)P (θt |αt )dθt
· P (Xt |μx )P (μx |αx )dμx .

k
nk
r,w +nt,w +βw −1
V

k
nk
r,w +nt,w +βw −1
w=1

(1)

P (zt,i = k|Zr , Zt,¬i , Xt , Wt , Wn )
=

The key to this inferential problem is to estimate posterior distributions of hidden variables Zr , Zt , and Xt . Gibbs
sampling iteratively samples one instance at a time, conditional on the values of the remaining given variables. Taking

k
nk
r,w +nt,w +βw −1
V

k
nk
r,w +nt,w +βw −1
w=1

·

k
nk
r,mr +nt,mr +αr,k −1
.
K

k
nk
r,mr +nt,mr +αr,k −1

(3)

k=1

When Xt ∈ T, word topic assignment Zt is drawn from
a multinomial distribution by the Dirichlet prior θt from a
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Topic temporal patterns

tweet document mt :

To evaluate the temporal patterns of topics, we construct
topic-term time series by splitting topic-term weights (Equation (7)) through daily sliding window. Also taking news
data for example, Tr,k = {Dr,k (τ ) : τ ∈ T} represents the
topic-term time series, where each element is a topic-term
weight at time τ denoted by Dr,k (τ ):

P (zt,i = k|Zr , Zt,¬i , Xt , Wt , Wn )
=

k
nk
r,w +nt,w +βw −1
V
 k
nr,w +nk
t,w +βw −1
w=1

·

nk
t,mt +αt,k −1
K
 k
nt,mt +αt,k −1
k=1

,

(4)

where nkt,mt is the number of times topic k appears in the
words of tweets, which are generated by topic mixture proportion θt of tweet mt .
As can be seen from Algorithm 1, Xt is a control variable that determines whether a tweet word is sampled from a
tweet message mt or a news document mr . To facilitate the
inference, the Dirichlet distribution is chosen as the conjugate prior for Xt . As for Zt , the posterior of Xt is discussed
for two cases here. When Xt ∈ R, we have:

Dr,k (τ ) =

tmr =τ wr =1

k
nk
r,mr +nt,mr +αr,k −1
K

k
nk
r,mr +nt,mr +αr,k −1

·

k=1

nu
xt ∈R +αx,u −1
Mr
+Mt
nu
xt ∈R +αx,u −1
u=1

In NTIT model, topics are multinomial distributions over
words φk,w , the topic-document indicator χw,u denotes
number of times that document u is chosen by word w for
generation, and θu,k implies the probability of topic k appearing in document u. By integrating the three variables
and marginalizing φk,w over words, the probability of topic
kj being inﬂuenced by topic ki can be evaluated as follows:

ϕki ,w · χw,u · θu,kj . (9)
p(ki → kj ) =

, (5)

P (xt,i = u|Zr , Zt , Xt,¬i , Wt , Wn )
nk
t,mt +αt,k −1
K

nk
t,mt +αt,k −1

·

nu
xt ∈T +αx,u −1

Mr
+Mt

k=1

u=1

nu
x

t ∈T

w∈T,u∈DR ∪DT

,

(6)

Equation (9) provides a method to quantify the directional
topic inﬂuence between any two topics, from which we can
easily explain whether a topic kj is evolved from topic ki .

+αx,u −1

where nuxt ∈T denotes the number of tweet document u chosen as the topic mixture proportion for tweet words.
Finally, multinomial parameters Φ = {ϕk }K
k=1 , Θr =
Mt
Mr +Mt
r
,
Θ
=
{θ
}
,
and
μ
=
{μ
}
can
{θr,m }M
t
t,m m=1
x
u u=1
m=1
be estimated through above posteriors, according to Bayes’
rule and the deﬁnition of Dirichlet prior.

Key news reports and tweets
The topic-document indicator u = xt,w represents that: document u is chosen as topic mixture prior to generate tweet
word w. The importance of document u can therefore be calculated by the number of words that select u as their topic
mixture:
w∈T

Iu =
xut,w .
(10)

Discovery for topic lags and inﬂuence
The output results of NTIT model can be used for further
discoveries, such as topic distribution differences, topic temporal patterns, topic inﬂuence, and key news documents or
tweets.

w=1

The more important a document u is, the more words will
refer it as their topic mixture, which can therefore yield a
larger Iu . The top ranked news reports and tweets by Iu are
treated as key documents that dominate topics.

Topic distribution differences
The difference of topic distribution between the two datasets
can be evaluated through integrating their respective word
distribution. Taking news data for instance, topic-term
weight Dr of news documents is K-dimensional vector,
where each element Dr,k can be calculated as follows:
Dr,k =

Mr N
mr


mr =1 wr =1

ϕk,w · nkmr ,wr ,

(8)

Topic inﬂuence

where nuxt ∈R is the number of tweet words choosing topic
mixture proportion of news document ur . For words with
Xt ∈ T, tweet messages are chosen as the topic mixture
proportions:
=

ϕk,w · nkmr ,wr .

Instead of integrating all news documents as shown in Equation (7), Dr,k (τ ) only considers news documents with timestamp tmr equal to τ . Twitter topic-term time series Tt,k can
be calculated in a similar way.

P (xt,i = u|Zr , Zt , Xt,¬i , Wt , Wn )
=

mr

 N

Experiment
In this section, we ﬁrst describe our evaluation datasets, and
then compare our proposed NTIT model with existing stateof-the-art algorithms. Finally, extensive discovery results
are presented by exploring the outputs of NTIT.

(7)

Dataset
To construct News dataset and Twitter dataset for evaluation, we crawled publicly accessible data using RSS API
and Twitter API 1 . For news dataset, we focus on inﬂuential civil events in Latin America. Events in this domain

where mr denotes a speciﬁc news document, Mr is the total
number of news documents, φk,w is the probability of word
w in topic k, and nkmr ,wr is the count of a speciﬁc word wr
in news document mr . Twitter topic-term vector Dt can be
calculated in a similar way.

1
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are chosen due to their great social inﬂuence and high evolution complexity. An event is considered “inﬂuential” if it
is reported by all the top local news outlets. News reports
corresponding to the event are downloaded as data for the
News dataset. The tweets used for the experiments in this
paper are collected via the following steps: 1) Select keywords from the title and abstract of news reports by TF-IDF;
2) retrieve relevant tweets by keywords identiﬁed in Step 1
and manually check their relevance to the given news; 3)
in truly relevant tweets, identify those hashtags speciﬁcally
correlated to the given news; 4) retrieve Twitter data again
through the hashtags identiﬁed in Step 3. The tweets of step
2 and 4 are kept in our Twitter dataset. In total, we selected
74 inﬂuential events in the period from January 2013 to December 2013 that occurred in 5 countries in Latin America,
including 1,266,548 tweets and 132,756 news reports. There
are an average of 25.2 words per tweet message and 304.7
words per news article.

(a) Perplexity of News

(b) Perplexity of Tweets

Figure 3: Perplexity Comparison for News and Tweets
Datasets

Semantics Table 2 presents the top words of 3 selected
topics discovered from the theme “teacher protests” in Mexico. For better interpretation, the listed topics are manually
assigned with meaningful labels. “CNTE”, “SNTE”, and
“CETEG” are three teacher organizations in Mexico, which
emerged as important topics in different periods throughout
the series of protests. As can be seen from Table 2, NTIT
and LDA display similar performance on news datasets, but
yield quite different results for the Twitter dataset. This
leads to several interesting observations:

Results of modeling performance
Perplexity In this paper, we have chosen standard
LDA (Blei, Ng, and Jordan 2003), Gamma-DLDA (Jin et
al. 2011), and ET-LDA (Hu et al. 2012b) as baselines for
comparison. These models are similar in time complexity
since they are inferred through Gibbs sampling. Perplexity
is therefore chosen to evaluate models’ capabilities of estimating data, which typically deﬁned as follows:
M
− d=1 logP (wd )
},
P erplexity(D) = exp{
M
d=1 Nd

1. Each topic from NTIT can be easily correlated to the
corresponding label, since the representative hashtag is
ranked highly. For example, in the topic “CETEG” for
the NTIT model, the hashtag “#CETEG” is the top ranked
word in the word list and most remaining words are directly related to the label. In contrast, it is to hard distinguish topics in LDA: (i) both “#snte” and “#cnte” appear
in the topic “CNTE”; (ii) topics share too many common
words, such as “government”, “reform”, which indicates
that the LDA model tends to output unclear topic mixtures.

where M is the number of documents, wd is the word vector
for document d and Nd is the number of words in d. A
lower perplexity indicates more accurate performance of the
model.
Figure 3 presents the perplexity comparison for the 3
models on both the news and Twitter datasets. GammaDLDA returns high perplexity values, LDA and ET-LDA
achieves intermediate performance, and our model exhibits
lowest perplexity on both news and tweets. The poor performance of Gamma-DLDA is due to its completely symmetrical structure. Long articles are known to be helpful
for improving the modelling performance of short messages
(Phan, Nguyen, and Horiguchi 2008), but a symmetrical
structure will propagate errors and noises from short texts to
long texts. Unlike Gamma-DLDA, our NTIT model is unsymmetrical in structure, which can improve Twitter modelling performance through knowledge learned from news,
as well as suppressing the negative impact from Twitter to
news. ET-LDA is also an unsymmetrical model and therefore gets the second best performance on tweets. However,
tweet words in ET-LDA can only be generated from news
topics or background topics, excluding key tweet topics
which are considered in NTIT. LDA is a traditional model
for topic analysis, but achieve non-trivial performance on
both news and Twitter. Next, we will evaluate NTIT model
against the baseline method LDA in terms of semantical
meaning.

2. Most words identiﬁed as NTIT topics are related to the
label, such as “march” and “teacher”. But LDA seems
to produce more meaningless background words, such as
“television”, “#Mexico”, and “#photo”.
3. Tweet topics from NTIT retain more distinct Twitter features than LDA. In addition to the key word “#ceteg”, the
NTIT “CETEG” topic contains event speciﬁc hashtags
such as “#FebreroMesDeLaCruzada”. Similar examples
can also be found in the other two topics “CNTE” and
“SNTE”. This result demonstrates that the NTIT model
is able to prevent short texts from being “submerged” by
long text topics.

Results of topic evolution discovery
Topic distributions and inﬂuence Do news outlets and
Twitter cover the same topics? To explore this question, we
can calculate topic-term distributions using Equations (7),
and the normalized results are shown in ﬁrst two columns of
Table 3. The results clearly show that topics distribute quite
differently in Twitter and news. Topics 5, 7, 11, 12, and 19
are tweet-dominant topics that mainly appear in Twitter data
(red rows), while topics 2, 3, 9, 10, 13, 16, 17 and 18 are
news-dominant topics that are more likely to exist in news
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Table 2: Top words of top topics of NTIT and LDA. Words are translated from Spanish to English by Google translator.
Model&DataSet

Topics

Words

NTIT on News

CETEG
CNTE
SNTE

ceteg, government, aztec, freeway, access, game
cnte, teacher, veracruz, oaxaca, reform, coordinator, march
snte, teacher, national, worker, union, federal, pressure

NTIT on Tweets

CETEG
CNTE
SNTE

#ceteg, duty, government, education, class, ﬁght, #FebreroMesDeLaCruzada
#cnte, maestro, fortnight, march, rob, #oaxaca, gabinocue, lana
reform, #snte, elba, educate, #educacion, arrest, national, government, duty

LDA on News

CETEG
CNTE
SNTE

ﬁnd, want, arrive, duty, time, president
cnte, teacher, reform, government, city, education, national
snte, drink, ﬁnd, agreement, class

LDA on Tweets

CETEG
CNTE
SNTE

#ceteg, televise, government, #mexico, reform, #photo, support, ask, education
#cnte, teacher, #snte, reform, march, education, government, law
teacher, #snte, reform, #photo, education, government, national, ask

Table 3: Topic Inﬂuence. “Twitter %” is the ratio of topic
in Twitter data, while “News%” is the ratio of topic in
news data. “Degree” denotes the node degree for each
topic,“In%” is the ratio of in-coming edges, and “Out%” is
proportion of out-going edges.
Topic
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Figure 4: Topic Inﬂuence. As in Table 3, yellow nodes are
common topics, red nodes are tweet-dominant topics, and
green nodes are news-dominant topics. The directions of
the arrows imply the directions of inﬂuence.

data (green rows); the remaining topics are common topics that are almost evenly distributed across Twitter and the
news (yellow rows).
To further explore the relationships between topics, we
can apply Equation (9) to calculate the topic inﬂuence, producing the results shown in Figure 4. Each node in Figure
4 represents a topic and the correlations between topics are
denoted by the width of the edges. Edges with widths below a certain threshold (e.g., 0.15) are ignored. Node features such as degrees, in-degree ratio, and out-degree ratio
are listed in the last three columns of Table 3. Compared
with the news-dominant topics and Twitter-dominant topics,
common topics are more likely to have greater numbers of
connections, such as topic 0 (No.1 in degree) and topic 1
(No.2 in degree). News-dominant topics have a strong inﬂuence on other topics, with 62% edges being outgoing arrows.
In contrast, tweet-dominant topics are weak in inﬂuence that
none have an outgoing edge. These observations mirror the
real world situation: news agencies can easily lead public
opinion, while the voice of individuals is almost negligible.

Twitter %
0.56
0.44
0.34
0.26
0.48
0.92
0.48
0.91
0.47
0.35
0.36
0.89
0.67
0.32
0.45
0.49
0.26
0.27
0.32
0.92

News
0.44
0.56
0.66
0.84
0.62
0.08
0.52
0.09
0.53
0.65
0.64
0.11
0.30
0.68
0.55
0.51
0.74
0.73
0.68
0.08

Degree
16
10
2
0
0
6
3
3
5
7
2
1
0
4
3
0
2
1
2
1

Out%
0.6
0.4
1
0
0
0
0
0
0.2
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
1
0

In%
0.4
0.6
0
1
1
1
1
1
0.8
0
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1

Temporal Patterns Many researchers believe that Twitter data are disseminated earlier than traditional media when
spreading news (Hu et al. 2012a). Is this true? To answer
this question, we can quantitatively compare the temporal
difference between the Twitter and news topics. Time series
are ﬁrst calculated through Equation (8), after which peaks
can be detected using pypeaks 2 .
Results for the topic temporal features are listed in Table
4. Looking at the last row of Table 4, the Twitter data come
slightly earlier than News in terms of bursts, with an average
lead time of 0.36 hours. Red rows denote the topics that
appeared earlier in tweets, with larger values in positive peak
2
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Table 4: Comparison of topic temporal patterns. “Pos%”
denotes the ratio of peaks occurring earlier in Twitter than
in news, “Neg%” implies that peaks appeared earlier in the
news, and “Sim%” indicates the ratio of peaks that burst simultaneously in the two datasets. “Avg.Lag” indicates the
average time lags between news and Twitter peaks, where
positive values imply Twitter data come ﬁrst while negative
numbers denote the leading time of news data.
Topic
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
Total

Pos%
0.20
0.36
0.21
0.25
0.40
0.00
0.44
0.44
0.47
0.33
0.43
0.36
0.22
0.44
0.40
0.58
0.54
0.18
0.00
0.41
0.35

Neg%
0.30
0.27
0.50
0.33
0.20
0.00
0.22
0.56
0.18
0.25
0.14
0.29
0.44
0.44
0.30
0.33
0.15
0.36
0.60
0.18
0.31

Sim %
0.50
0.36
0.29
0.42
0.40
0.00
0.33
0.00
0.35
0.42
0.43
0.36
0.33
0.11
0.30
0.08
0.31
0.45
0.40
0.41
0.34

media once events began to occur in the real world.
Key news reports and tweets Table 5 and Table 6 present
the top ranked key news articles and tweets respectively, according to the importance calculated using Equation (10).
News documents are more frequently cited by words than
tweets. As can be seen from the Table 5 and Table 6, news
documents have hundreds of references, while even most
popular tweet messages are only cited less than 20 times.
This is quite reasonable since news documents are much
longer and have more words than tweet posts. It is also clear
that the key news articles listed are representative, largely
because they are either the most updated movement reports
(e.g., News 985) or for the comprehensive event analysis
they provide (e.g., News 1684).
Interesting results can be found in the key tweets listed
in Table 6. Most of these top ranked tweets are posted by
key players, such as celebrities or authoritative media. For
example, tweet 332824 is posted by a user named “Soledad
Durazo”, a famous journalist in Mexico. Other key tweets
contain numerous keywords, such as tweet 38974, which basically consists of a set of popular hashtags.

Avg. Lag
-0.60
-1.09
-1.14
-1.33
-0.20
0.53
0.30
-0.25
2.12
1.00
0.22
-0.57
-2.67
0.22
0.40
2.00
3.69
-1.82
-2.40
2.82
0.36

Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a hierarchical Bayesian
model NTIT to analyze the topical relationship between
news and social media. Our model enables jointly topic
modeling on multiple data sources in an asymmetrical
frame, which beneﬁts the modeling performance for both
long and short texts. We present the results of applying
NTIT model to two large-scale datasets and show its effectiveness over non-trivial baselines. Based on the outputs
of NTIT model, further efforts are made to understand the
complex interaction between news and social media data.
Through extensive experiments, we ﬁnd following factors:
1) even for the same events, focuses of news and Twitter topics could be greatly different; 2) topic usually occurs ﬁrst in
its dominant data source, but occasionally topic ﬁrst appearing in one data source could be a dominant topic in another
dataset; 3) generally, news topics are much more inﬂuential
than Twitter topics.

ratio. Green rows are topics that showed up ﬁrst in the news,
with higher negative ratios. Yellow rows indicate topics with
approximately simultaneous peaks.
Interesting patterns can be obtained by correlating Table 3
with Table 4. Generally, 5 out of 7 common topics in Table 3
are also simultaneous topics in Table 4, 4 out of 5 topics that
ﬁrst in the news in Table 4 are news-dominant topics in Table
3, and 4 out of 5 topics that show up ﬁrst in the news in Table 4 are either tweet-dominant topics or common topics in
Table 3. Outliers are topic 12 and topic 16, which are in fact
essential for the understanding of interaction between news
and Twitter. Topic 12 is a Twitter-dominant topic in Table 4,
which would thus be expected to appear ﬁrst in tweets but
in fact occurs earlier in the news data. Top ranked words in
topic 12 include: “educate”, “elba” (name of the leader of
SNTE), and “arrest”. By manually checking corresponding
news and tweets, we found that: at the end of 2013 February,
the leader of SNTE “Elba Esther Gordillo” was arrested by
the Mexican government because of corruption allegations.
This event was just a regular news report for news agencies,
but unexpectedly attracted great attentions from social media users, and actually became the main trigger of many of
the subsequent protests. Topic 16 is a news-dominant topic
in Table 4, that shows up ﬁrst in tweets. Top ranked words
in topic 16 include: “march”, “oaxaca”, and temporal terms
such as “12:30pm”. Obviously, items in topic 16 can be
regarded as organized events that developed from virtual social media ﬁrst and then caught the attention of traditional
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